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Oscillation mode conversion and energy confinement of acoustically agitated bubbles
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The acoustically agitated bubble oscillation in liquids that is considered to be related to the half-subharmonic
acoustic bubble oscillations is discussed in terms of parametric decay instability. At the frequency of about 40
kHz, the half-subharmonic bubble oscillation mode should be a surface bubble oscillation that does not easily
emit acoustic waves into water and confines acoustic energy from longitudinal waves. The half-subharmonic
bubble oscillation is the dominant mode that leads to parametric decay instability of bubble oscillations.
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INTRODUCTION

Cavitation is a nonlinear effect of finite-amplitude ultr
sonic waves in liquids. The mechanical action of cavitat
has been widely used for ultrasonic cleaning, and the lo
ized high temperature and high pressure@1,2# caused by
cavitation have recently been utilized to induce chemical
actions for the synthesis of materials. Theories and exp
ments on cavitation were summarized by Leighton@1#.

Nonlinear acoustic effects such as subharmonics h
been reported@1,3–15# and analyzed using chaos theo
@16–19#. Not only the spherical bubble oscillation mod
@1,5–10#, but also asymmetric or surface bubble oscillatio
@1,7–14#, in addition to the emission from surface oscill
tions @8,9#, have been discussed. The surface wave or ca
lary wave~i.e., the standing wave of surface waves! of gas
bubble oscillations@1,13# and the destructive action of cav
tation @10# have also been discussed. Faraday was the fir
report the appearance of the wave of half the exciting
quency@1,20,21#. Neppiras@3# also reported that half of the
frequency was obtained from a single air bubble adhering
the hydrophone. The Mathieu differential equation used
analyzing capillary waves of ultrasonic atomization show
subharmonic instability@21#.

In solids, acoustic waves are treated using the pho
concept@22#, and a ‘‘three-wave interaction,’’ in which on
phonon decays into two phonons while fulfilling th
frequency- and wave-number matching conditions@23,24#,
has been recognized. It is also known that one wave de
into two waves, while fulfilling the matching conditions, i
the case of parametric decay instability in plasma phys
@25# and down conversion in nonlinear optics. Applicatio
of the phonon scheme to acoustic streaming@26–28# and the
acoustic radiation pressure@26# of ultrasonic waves in liquid
have recently been reported, owing to the simplicity of t
mathematical treatment. A subharmonic wave, which i
longitudinal wave mode, is treated using parametric de
@29# with the phonon scheme.

There have been reports that the surface wave is ins
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cient for the sound source of subharmonic emissions,
cause the velocity potential decreases rapidly@1,13,14# as
one moves away from the bubble. The pressure fields, du
bubbles oscillating asymmetrically, decay with radial d
tancer as r 2(n11), wheren.1 @18#; therefore, there is the
possibility of acoustic energy confinement in the asymme
bubble oscillations or surface waves. There is a ‘‘shimme
observed on the bubble surface@7#, which may indicate that
there are surface waves on the bubble surface. Oscilla
ripples cause the surface of the bubble to shimmer, as Le
ton et al. @7# observed by the naked eye. They provided e
dence that the oscillating ripples are standing waves, as
in the photographs@7,10#. Korenfeld and Suvorov@10# noted
that all these bubbles, when examined by the naked eye,
twice as many angles as those seen in the photographs.
reported, for example, observation of eight angles~an octa-
gon! by the naked eye, however, only four angles~a square!
were seen in the photographs. This indicates that the bu
oscillations are the standing waves of surface waves.

There are two types of parametric decay; spontaneous
cay and stimulated parametric decay@30#. Results of a pre-
vious study indicate that capillary waves are spontaneou
formed on the surface of the bubbles at exactly half the
citation frequency@12#. It has been noted that parametr
resonance is insufficient for the deformation of the bubb
because the degree of deformation increases quite rap
during one period of radial oscillation@11#. Therefore, a non-
resonant mechanism for the deformation of the bubble
necessary.

According to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, there are
types of cavitation modes@1#; stable cavitation and transien
cavitation. A transient cavitation bubble expands its rad
and finally collapses. Thus, transient cavitation, such as
cavitation jet, affects the medium mechanically. In contra
stable cavitation has no collapse phenomenon, so that it
pears calm.

In this paper, we propose that an acoustically agita
bubble oscillation is related to half-subharmonic surfa
bubble oscillation, which does not easily emit acoustic e
ergy into water, i.e., the bubble oscillations are standing s
face waves on the bubble surface, or a higher-order mod
bifurcated bubble oscillations. Many analyses of asymme
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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bubble oscillations have been performed@1,7–14#, however,
the bifurcation of asymmetric bubble oscillations has not
been analyzed from the viewpoint of spontaneous decay
ing momentum and energy conservation laws. Therefore,
present the experimental results, and propose a metho
analyze surface bubble oscillation using parametric decay
stability.

I. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup, consisting o
water bath~1000 ml capacity! with a cooling system and a
ultrasonic vibrator. The driving frequencies were the high
harmonic oscillation modes of a bolt-fixed Langevin-type
brator. The vibrator was driven by a power amplifier, t
frequency and amplitude were controlled by a signal gen
tor, and the electric input power to the vibrator was measu
using an electric power meter.

The half-subharmonics were detected, when acoustic
agitated bubbles adhered to the hydrophone, at the dri
frequency of about 40 kHz. The subharmonics were stron
depressed when the hydrophone did not directly come
contact with the bubbles. The detection of the ha
subharmonics critically depended on the contact between
hydrophone and the bubbles. We detected these data
chance, however, these experimental conditions were
stable, because it was difficult to control the bubble cont
with the hydrophone.

In these experiments, we used a hydrophone and
acoustic-filtered piezoceramic hydrophone, so that the lo
tudinal waves can be distinguished from the surface wa
where the surface oscillating bubbles adhered to the hy
phone. Surface waves from a point source decay very rap
depending on the distance, therefore, an air gap works
filter that separates longitudinal waves from surface wa
~see Sec. III D!. Thus, we introduced an air gap as the aco
tical filter for the surface waves. The structure of an a
gapped hydrophone consisted of a piezoceramic plate a
f 15-mm-polyethylene tube~0.2 mm thick!, as shown in Fig.
2. The air gap was about 5–7 mm, and the output from
hydrophone was analyzed using a spectrum analyzer
amplification.

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus: 10031003100 mm, 1000 ml
capacity.
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In these experiments, separate detection of the oscillat
was attempted. The frequency spectrum of an acoustic
agitated bubble, which adheres to the hydrophone, is
tected directly by comparing the frequency spectrum
tween the hydrophones with and without an air gap.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed using water, in which
large amount of air was dissolved. The driving frequencies
43.3 and 140 kHz were used. The depth of the water was
mm. Under these conditions, the hydrophone and air-gap
drophone were set in the water bath. Figure 3 shows
frequency spectrum, where Fig. 3~a! is the result using the no
air-gap hydrophone and Fig. 3~b! is the result using the air
gap one. Figure 4 shows the signal intensity level of
frequency spectrum of fundamental~f-! and 1/2 subharmonic
( f /2-) at the driving frequencyf 0543.3 kHz as a function of
the electric input powerP0 applied to the vibrators. The
various marks in the figure are described in the figure c
tions, where Fig. 4~a! is the result using the no air-gap hy
drophone and Fig. 4~b! is the result using the air-gap one
Figure 4~a! shows that the signal levels off- and f /2- waves
depend on the position of the hydrophones and increase
cording to input powerP0 , and f /2- waves tend to approac
250 dB whenP0 exceeds 50 W. In the case of the air-g
hydrophone@Fig. 4~b!#, the signal level at largeP0 is 2100
to 2110 dB, which is about 60 dB smaller than the form
The results measured atf 05140 kHz are shown in Fig. 5
From these experimental results, it is observed that the g
eration of f /2 wave increases with an increase inP0 and a
decrease inf 0 .

III. DISCUSSION

Here, we discuss the modes of spherical and asymme
~surface! bubble oscillations, using the quantum mechani
representation@26,28,29# and parametric decay schem
@28,29#. Surface oscillation~i.e., capillary wave! of a solid
sphere was calculated by finite-element methods~FEM! as

FIG. 2. Structure of hydrophone with an air gap. The air g
~i.e., distance! works as an acoustical filter for the acoustic wav
from the point source of bubbles.
2-2
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OSCILLATION MODE CONVERSION AND ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046302
shown in Fig. 6. We think this oscillation mode should be t
surface mode of the bubble oscillation. These modes are
sidered to be half-subharmonic oscillation; at this stage,
cannot calculate the spherical to surface mode conver
nor half-subharmonic oscillation by FEM. We consider th
there are two steps in converting spherical bubble oscilla
into growing surface bubble oscillation:~1! spherical to sur-
face mode conversion of oscillation, which will occur with
one cycle of bubble oscillation@11#; ~2! acoustic energy and
momentum confinement and accumulation, which will occ
in several cycles@31#. These steps can be explained usi
quantum mechanical representation and energy and mom
tum conservation laws.

A. Quantum mechanical representation of acoustic wave

Here, we introduce the quantum mechanical represe
tion of an acoustic wave@26–29#. The energy density« and
the momentum densitym are represented by using phono
densitynp ,

FIG. 3. Frequency spectrum of the fundamental~f-! and subhar-
monic (f /2-) waves at the driving frequency of 43.3 kHz, elect
input power of 50 W, where~a! hydrophone without an air gap,f-:
221.84 dB, f /2-: 251.14 dB,~b! hydrophone with an air gap,f-:
261.64 dB,f /2-: 2111.5 dB.
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«5np\v, ~1!

m5np\k. ~2!

Here, \5h/2p, whereh is Planck’s constant,v52pf ~f is
the frequency!, andk is the wave number. The representati
of Eqs.~1! and~2! is useful for a qualitative understanding o
the parametric decay.

Parametric decay is known as three-wave interaction
down conversion, in which one wave decays into two wav
fulfilling the energy and momentum conservation law
which are represented by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, respectively,

v05v11v2 , ~3!

k05k11k2 . ~4!

Here, the subscript 0 refers to the original wave, while s
scripts 1 and 2 refer to decayed waves.

FIG. 4. Signal level of the fundamental~f-! ~solid symbols! and
subharmonic (f /2-) ~open symbols! waves detected by hydrophon
operated at 43.3 kHz as a function of electric input powerP0 ~a!
hydrophone without an air gap,~b! hydrophone with an air gap. Fo
the hydrophone located 10 mm~from the oscillation plate! d de-
notesf- ands denotesf /2-, 40 mm~from the oscillation plate! l
denotesf- andL denotesf /2-, 60 mm~from the oscillation plate!
j denotesf- andh denotesf /2-.
2-3
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SATO, SHIBUYA, OKADA, TOU, AND FUJII PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046302
Parametric resonance is not always a suitable explana
of the parametric decay, because the degree of deforma
increases quite rapidly during one period of radial oscillat
@11#. The deformation occurs without a resonant process,
the deformation of the bubble oscillation can be explained
an increase in entropy.

B. Mode conversion on the bubble surface

In this section, we propose a simple mechanism of pa
metric decay, which does not require a parametric reson
process. We consider the parametric decay process as a
version or deformation process.

First, we qualitatively explain the capillary wave form
tion mechanism on a flat plane@32# as shown in Fig. 7. The
longitudinal waves from the ultrasonic vibrator generate
planar wave fronts, which are parallel to the liquid surfa
The longitudinal waves move the surface up and dow
However, it is difficult to move a large surface area in pha
Therefore, surface waves~S1 andS2! appear on the surfac
spontaneously, by the rapid deformation of the longitudi
wave ~i.e., spontaneous decay!.

FIG. 5. Signal level of the fundamental~f-! and subharmonic
( f /2-) waves detected by a hydrophone operated at 140 kHz
function of electric input powerP0 ~a! hydrophone without an air
gap,~b! hydrophone with an air gap. For the hydrophone located
mm from the oscillation plated denote,f ands denotesf /2.
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Capillary waves are generated on the flat plane, and
face bubble oscillation occurs on the bubble surface as c
illary waves@33#. We consider it is difficult to oscillate the
bubble symmetrically, for example single bubble sonolum
nescence occurs at symmetric oscillation, however, an as
metric oscillation mode does not flash@34#. Therefore, we
concluded that it was difficult to obtain a spherical oscil
tion. There are two types of oscillation modes of the bubb
as shown in Fig. 8, symmetric and surface. The longitudi
wave moves the bubble surface spherically, however, i
difficult to move a bubble surface spherically, resulting in t
spontaneous generation of surface bubble oscillations.

C. v-k diagram

We describe acoustic waves from the viewpoint of m
mentum and energy; therefore, we introduce the frequen
and wave-number matching conditions, using thev-k ~fre-

a

0

FIG. 6. Surface oscillation of solid sphere shell calculated
FEM.

FIG. 7. Surface wave formation by parametric decay: Param
ric decay occurs due to an increase in entropy; longitudinal pl
waves decay into surface waves spontaneously.
2-4
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OSCILLATION MODE CONVERSION AND ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 046302
quency vs wave number! diagram@25#. Figure 9 shows the
coordinates; here, the origin is the center of the bubble,kr is
the radial wave number direction, andkSUR is the wave num-
ber along the bubble surface. In the arguments, we use
wave numberkSUR. Figure 10 shows thev-k diagram of all
the waves and oscillations that can exist on the bubble
face. The transversal axis represents the wave numberkSUR,
and the vertical axis represents the frequencyv.

Symmetric bubble oscillations are represented as po
on the v axis, because wave-number direction is chos
along the bubble surface; therefore, the symmetric bub
oscillation has an infinite wavelength, i.e., wave numb
50, and has the frequencyv0 .

Surface acoustic waves are represented as points on
dispersion curves, assuming that the dispersion curves
the same as those for the flat plane surface@20#, i.e.,

v;k3/2. ~5!

Therefore, thev axis and dispersion curves represent
the oscillations and waves on the bubble surface. Using
v-k diagram, frequency- and wave-number matching con
tions are represented in a parallelogram.

The pointP in Fig. 10 is the symmetrical bubble oscilla
tion, driven by the longitudinal wave. If asymmetrical m
tions occur on the bubble surface, and if these motions fu
the dispersion relation of the surface waves, parametric
cay will occur. If point P decays into further symmetri

FIG. 8. Asymmetric and spherical bubble oscillations: The pa
metric decay occurs on the bubble surface, resulting in the gen
tion of capillary waves or asymmetric bifurcated half-subharmo
bubble oscillations. The wave is a standing or traveling surf
wave.

FIG. 9. Coordinates for the analysis of the bubble oscillati
Surface waves do not have radial wave numbers, i.e., radial w
numberkr is 0, but have wave numberkSUR that is on the bubble
surface.
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bubble oscillations, which are represented as the points
the v axis, these symmetric bubble oscillations will b
damped through the emission of the longitudinal wav
Thus, for the confinement of acoustic energy, decayed wa
should be nonemission modes, i.e., surface waves on
bubble. Therefore, only the parallelogramOAPB can be
drawn in this diagram. Here,OAPBshows vector summation
of OP(v0,0)5OA(v0/2,k1)1OB(v0/2,2k1). It means
that only this parametric decay pattern has a chance to
velop the surface wave and shows a sufficient condition
mode conversion. This is why half of the frequency is ge
erated. The parametric decay condition ofOAPBshows the
wave-number matching condition, which indicates th
wavesOA(v0/2,k1) andOB(v0/2,2k1) propagate in oppo-
site directions. These matching conditions give the ha
subharmonic and standing waves. Therefore, equations o
matching conditions~3! and ~4! are as follows:

v05v0/21v0/2, ~6!

05k12k1 . ~7!

Equation ~6! represents half of the frequency~half-
subharmonic! condition and Eq.~7! represents the standin
wave condition.

D. Acoustic energy and momentum confinment

It is difficult for a surface oscillating bubble to radiat
acoustic energy in water, because radiated acoustic pres
amplitudep from the surface waves on the bubble decrea
as follows@18#,

p}r 2~n11!. ~8!

Here, r is the distance from the center of the bubble, andn
~.1! is the order of the oscillation mode. Therefore, t
acoustic pressure amplitude of the surface waves decre

-
ra-
c
e

:
ve

FIG. 10. Frequency vs wave-number (v-k) diagram of surface
wave generation: This diagram represents the parametric decay
dition for surface waves on the surface of a liquid. Here, the d
persion curve of the bubble surface is assumed to be similar to
of a flat planar surface.
2-5
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very rapidly according to the distancer, as shown in Fig. 11.
Hence the energy concentration and confinement occu
the bubble surface.

According to the parametric decay of the bubble osci
tions, the energy of the longitudinal waves is transferred
the surface waves, one after another. The surface wave
cumulate acoustic energy on the bubble surface, resultin
the breakup of the bubble; this phenomenon is respons
for the instability of parametric decay.

These experimental data are in good agreement with th
of previous experiments on the half-subharmonic freque
spectrum@3,6,7,34#. The surface bubble oscillation will b
the capillary waves on the bubble surface. We detected s
rately the longitudinal wave and surface wave of the bubb
by using the no air-gap hydrophone and the air-gap one
described before, where the detection ability of the long
dinal component of the latter is adequately suppressed.
situation is drawn in an intuitive manner in Fig. 12 as t
dashed line denotes detection by direct contact and the s
line denotes that by indirect contact through the air gap.

Capillary waves have wave numbers and therefore m
mentum, producing pressure, which has a possibility of c
tributing to the breakup of the bubbles. For example, if
bubble radius shrinks, it shortens the wavelength of capill
waves along the bubble surface, resulting in the increas
the wave number~momentum!; thus the pressure that make
the bubble radius large is generated on the bubble surf
Therefore, there is a possibility that the capillary wav
break up the bubble surface. At this stage, we cannot e
mate the contribution of capillary waves that causes
bubbles to breakup.

According to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we obtain Eq.~9!,

m5«/c. ~9!

Here, c5v/k, thus, Eq.~9! indicates that the momentum
density depends on the phase velocity; therefore, at e
energy densities the lower the driving frequency, the lar
the pressure. This is because at low frequency, the velocit

FIG. 11. Distance dependence of the surface acoustic wave
sure amplitude.
,

te

oc
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the surface wave becomes smaller, as seen from Eq.~5!. This
fact indicates the possibility that a surface oscillating bub
expands in diameter and finally breaks up at low frequen
while acoustic energy confinement on the bubble surface
ily occurs at high frequency. The frequency dependence
surface bubble oscillation is similar to transient and sta
cavitation phenomena.

There is a possibility that, in addition to a mechanic
reaction, cavitation plays an important role for such chemi
reactions as sonochemical luminescence. The frequency
pendence of H2O2 generation from distilled water@33# can
be explained by the mechanism of acoustic energy accu
lation on the bubble surface, which is considered to oc
more effectively at high frequencies.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nonlinear interaction between ultrasonic waves a
bubbles is discussed in terms of parametric decay instab
There is a half-subharmonic mode generated from the u
sonic waves that does not easily emit acoustic energy in
uids. These surface oscillations do not scatter or lose ene
and therefore contribute to the energy accumulation requ
for the growth of surface bubble oscillation to breakup. W
experimentally demonstrated that the surface bubble osc
tion has the half-subharmonic surface wave mode with f
emissions of acoustic waves into water, resulting in the
stable growth of acoustically agitated bubbles. We consi
that the surface bubble oscillation should partially expla
the transient cavitation, however, at this stage we can
show the data of the time scale.

es-

FIG. 12. Surface oscillation mode of acoustically agitat
bubble: There is a possibility that the capillary waves function a
wall, which maintains the acoustically agitated bubble surfa
against the water pressure. Furthermore there is a possibility o
atomization or the vaporization of liquid in the bubble.
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